Health and social works:

- Two infirmaries had been established.
- Distribution of medicines to 471 persons; 9 persons had been injected; 550 persons had been injected of anti-smallpox vaccine.
- Parallelly with these above works, the team educates hygienic rules to the people.

Information and propaganda:

- Three village information halls had been decorated by the team.

Other works:

- 1/ Organizing the ceremony of introduction of the team with 4,000 attendants at Rachdão, Mây-1 góc.
- 2/ Reading the news before 130 persons.
- 3/ Organizing the ceremony of abolishing Bao-Dài : 2,200 attendants.
- 4/ Organizing three conferences of learning political documents for the chiefs of canton, the communal councils and the chiefs of village. The team sends a cadre to the district to organize a meeting of 500 attendants for the talk on the abolishing of Bao-Dài. The people is very enthusiastic and confident in the leadership of President Ngô Đình Diệm. On its own authority, the people denounces and arrests the Communist cadres and leads them to the Civil Guard post. Therefore a President of Communist named Chinh is arrested.

Local cadres:

Please refer to report No. 86-DV/CDV of September 27, 1955.
Popular education:

A popular class for 40 middle aged persons had been established. Two local cadres for popular education had been instructed by the team.

Security:

- To mobilize the people in the arrest of Communist cadres. The communist deputy president named Nụa is nearly arrested.
- The establishing of the communal auto-defence group is carrying out.

Proposals:

- Please solve the request mentioned in the report No. 85-DV/CDV of September 27, 1955.
- Please send equipment to the team when it moves to another area.
- Please send the central group of theatrical performance to help the team on the organization of the departure day.

MỸ-lộ, October 13, 1955
Chief of team,
Signed: Nguyễn-hủa-Ngạn